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The MB6-869 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The MB6-869 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The MB6-869 exam is very challenging, but with our MB6-869 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the MB6-869 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Microsoft MB6-869 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for MB6-869 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Microsoft exam
- MB6-869 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified MB6-869 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- MB6-869 tested and verified before publishing
- MB6-869 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- MB6-869 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Microsoft certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like MB6-869 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This MB6-869 test is an important part of Microsoft certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The MB6-869 exam is essential and core part of Microsoft certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real MB6-869 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Microsoft MB6-869 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your MB6-869 now!
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Question: 1
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You have received instructions to design business logic for ABC.com in Microsoft
Dynamics AX 2012. Which of the following actions should you take?
A. You should consider making use of either the IntelliMorph, or the MorphX IDE tools.
B. You should consider making use of either MorphX IDE, or Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 IDE.
C. You should consider making use of either Microsoft SQL Server, the MorphX IDE tools.
D. You should consider making use of either Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 IDE, or the IntelliMorph
tool.
E. You should consider making use of either Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 IDE or Microsoft SQL
Server.
Answer: B
Question: 2
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You are preparing to develop a form and a report for a Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012
feature. You want the process to be handled automatically, with as little development input as
possible.
Which of the following actions should you take?
A. You should consider making use of the IntelliMorph tool.
B. You should consider making use of the MorphX IDE tool.
C. You should consider making use of Microsoft SQL Server.
D. You should consider making use of Microsoft Visual Studio 2012.
Answer: A
Question: 3
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You have been assigned a trainee developer named Mia Hamm. You are in the process of
explaining models and the model store to Mia Hamm. Which of the following is TRUE with
regards to the model store? (Choose all that apply.)
A. The model store hosts application code only.
B. The model store replaces the Application Object Data (AOD) files that were used in previous
editions of Microsoft Dynamics AX.
C. Models n the model store cannot be exported to, or impoted from model files.
D. The model store hosts both metadata and application code.
Answer: B, D
Question: 4
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You have just completed creating a List page form. You want to make sure that data
related to a single record is displayed in the List page. Which of the following actions should you
take?
A. You should add a FactBox directly to the FactBox pane first.
B. You should define a FactBox part in the Parts node of the AOT first.
C. You should add a FactBox directly to the Preview pane.
D. You should add a FactBox button to the action pane.
Answer: B
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Question: 5
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You have been assigned a trainee developer named Mia Hamm. You are in the process of
explaining models and the model store to Mia Hamm. Which of the following is TRUE with
regards to models? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Each element in a layer must belong to only one model.
B. Elements in a layer can belong to more than one model.
C. A model is a set of elements in a given layer.
D. Models can be exported to .aod files.
Answer: A, C
Question: 6
You work as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 in
their environment. You want to visualize the application model in Microsoft Dynamics AX. You
plan to make use of the Reverse Engineering tool. Which of the following are model types that
are created by the Reverse Engineering tool for this purpose? (Choose all that apply.)
A. UML data.
B. XML data.
C. UML object.
D. XML object.
E. ERX ER data.
Answer: A, C, E
Question: 7
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You are in altering the init method of the Accounting Distribution form in the VAR layer
within a project. You have also altered the close method in the USR layer. You are preparing to
export the Accounting Distribution form customizations from the Application Object Tree (AOT)
into an .xpo file. You want to make sure that only the close method modifications are part of the
.xpo file during this process. Which of the following actions should you take?
A. You should consider selecting user application object layer during the export process.
B. You should not consider selecting user application object layer.
C. You should consider selecting user application object layer prior to the export process.
D. You should consider selecting user application object layer subsequent to the export process.
Answer: A
Question: 8
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use of Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012. You are preparing to assign a method as an event handler in the Application Object Tree
(AOT). You have decided to do this from the method node. Which of the following statements are
TRUE with regards to this scenario?
A. Event handlers assigned under the method node should not include any code.
B. Event handlers assigned under the method node should include useful code.
C. You can only assign a method as an event handler for the pre-method event of another
method in the AOT.
D. You can only assign a method as an event handler for the post-method event of another
method in the AOT.
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